Detection of trace proteins in multicomponent mixtures using displacement chromatography.
Model protein feed mixtures containing three abundant and seven trace proteins at various concentrations were identified and employed in a series of displacement experiments. Reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization-time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry were used to evaluate the compositions of both the feed mixtures and effluent fractions from the displacement experiments. The results demonstrated that trace proteins were focused at the boundaries between the abundant solutes where they were enriched and concentrated. For many of the multicomponent feed mixtures, mass spectrometry analyses of the displacement column effluent fractions resulted in the identification of trace proteins that were not detectable in the feed. In addition, the use of minimal or no salt in the carrier solutions enabled the analysis of displacement fractions by direct infusion mass spectrometry. These results are significant in that they indicate that while the presence of abundant proteins can often be problematic for the detection of trace components, displacement chromatography may be able to employ these abundant proteins to focus trace proteins in the displacement train, thus facilitating detection.